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Introduction

The scientific debate on the need for pandemic preparedness and an evolutionary

approach to infectious disease emergence, from disease evolution and eco-social conceptual

frameworks (1), gained visibility in the 1990s. This was promoted by academic concerns

over the spread and dislocation of vectors and pathogenic agents from the Tropics to other

regions of the globe consequent to climate change, global warming and El Niño.

This debate on eco-social conditions favoring the emergence and resurgence of

neglected pathogens and diseases, promoted by the Harvard New Diseases Group,

resulted in publications in the mid-1990s with pioneer recommendations for epidemic/

pandemic anticipation and response (1, 2). Recently, this eco-social perspective to

accelerate pandemic anticipation and response gained visibility, in a new era of scientific

and technological breakthroughs, especially new insights from immunomics, genomics and

artificial intelligence.

This academic agenda included, from this perspective, concerns with the dissemination

of cross-species transmissions of emerging and re-emerging zoonosis, such as Yellow Fever,

Oropouche Fever and Mayaro Fever. Yellow Fever, an arboviral disease under the risk of

reurbanization in Brazil (3, 4), emerged as an African mosquito-borne disease of human

and non-human primates, transmitted by forest-dwelling primatophilic Sabethes and

Haemagogus mosquitoes and in urban areas by Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus, has

disseminated worldwide. Oropouche Fever, caused by Oropouche virus, was first identified

in Vega de Oropouche, Trinidad and Tobago and emerged and disseminated in Brazil from

predominant vector C. paraensis feeding on humans, other mammals and possibly birds.
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Mayaro Fever, caused by Mayaro virus, was first isolated in Mayaro

County, Trinidad and Tobago, disseminated in Brazil and other

South and Central American countries around the Amazon basin

transmitted by Haemagogus spp mosquitoes also feeding on

humans and non-human primates.

The 21st century added urgency to the implementation of

systems to predict emerging threats, early detection, and rapid

responses (5, 6). In addition to those infectious diseases

exacerbated by climate change, the emergence in different regions

of the globe of SARS-1, H1N1, Avian influenza, and West Nile also

contributed for the sense of urgency of the need for preparedness

and helped to catalyze the mission of BARDA in the US.

Scientists have also alerted to the recent aggravation of this

scenario. Climate change, with extreme weather events in several

regions of the world, is contributing to accelerate infectious disease

emergence and resurgence, heavily impacting on the health of

populations. The ongoing severe Dengue outbreak in Brazil and

other Latin-American and Caribbean countries (7, 8) illustrates well

this scenario and the urgent need of public policies to anticipate and

minimize the consequences of global warming and extreme

weather events.

Even with all these alerts, the translation of science into timely

epidemic/pandemic anticipation and response for global security is

a complex governance issue and has so far proved to be a difficult

task, with policy makers even discussing its feasibility in tropical

regions. The COVID-19 pandemic evidenced this governance

complexity. Lack of integrated surveillance and effective spillover

prevention, among other factors, have proved to be key issues and

provide important lessons for future pandemic prepared- ness

and response.

Our article aims thus to contribute to an integrated approach to

the three main factors impacting on anticipation and response to a

possible future Disease X pandemic: an active and functional
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 02
epidemiological surveillance, supported by genomic, antigenic,

epizootic, laboratory and participatory surveillance; an

acceleration of spillover prevention, supported by strategic

monitoring of high-risk pathogens and reservoirs, increasing the

global capacity to respond to newly emerging zoonotic diseases;

finally, vaccine preparedness, discussing the main initiatives at the

international level to accelerate vaccine development, such as CEPI´

s 100 days mission initiative.
Pandemic preparedness

Pandemic preparedness, particularly for emerging diseases in

the Tropics, has so far deserved very low investment priority from

the G-7 and G-20 leading economies and international agencies,

severely threatening global health (6). It requires huge and sustained

long-term investments, based on One Health perspective, providing

access to innovative technologies and support to accelerate global

exchange of information and materials.

The lack of investments, particularly in more vulnerable

developing countries, contrasts with the fact that zoonotic

diseases are estimated to be responsible for 60% of epidemics

worldwide (5). These epidemics have been favored by the

aggravation of several eco-social conditions: market, trade,

intensive land use in agriculture and mining, deforestation and

climate change that have contributed to exponentially increase

exposure of humans to the animal reservoirs of the pathogen

increasing the risk of spillovers (Figure 1). Even though SARS-1,

SARS-CoV-2, and MERS are related to human exposure to animal

reservoirs for food, recreation, or farming, spillover prevention has

been largely sidelined in the post-Covid 19 debates by international

agencies, governments and stakeholders on global approaches to

pandemics (9, 10).
FIGURE 1

Disease X emergence: eco-social determinants. Source: elaborated by the authors.
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The previous reemergence of SARS in 2003 and emergence of

MERS in 2012 also provided important alerts and lessons for

epidemic/pandemic preparedness and illustrate well the need for

integrated surveillance and an effective spillover prevention (10).

SARS resurged in 2003 in Asia as an epidemic spreading to more

than two dozen countries. MERS epidemics emerged in Saudi

Arabia in 2012 linked to dromedary possibly infected by bats,

with cases reported to WHO by several countries in Africa, Asia,

Europe and the Americas.

The COVID-19 pandemic, which likely emerged in humans in

2020, dramatically evidenced this global neglect and the

implications of environmental and eco-social change for

infectious disease emergence. The viral spillover in Wuhan, a sub-

tropical city in Hubei province of Central China, was facilitated by

the increased human exposure to bats and animal reservoirs and for

the local conditions favoring zoonotic cross-overs due to wet

markets. This scenario of increased human vulnerability to

infectious disease emergence in tropical and sub-tropical regions

underscores the need for comprehens ive ep idemic/

pandemic preparedness.

The lesson for spillover prevention and preparedness is that

the impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic could have been

minimized if early warnings being translated to preventive

action (10). In 2002, an initial SARS outbreak emerged, and

after its decline, the topic was neglected, in spite of alerts from

the scientific community. In 2007, scientists warned again on the

presence of “large reservoirs of SARS-CoV-like viruses in

horseshoe bats in Southern China and that civets are the

amplification hosts”, alerting for the issue of “biosecurity in

farms and wet markets” (11). Nevertheless, despite worldwide

scientific recognition of this prediction and many citations in the

literature, the topic was again neglected.

International agencies and governments were once again

surprised when COVID-19 pandemic emerged 12 years after this

2007 warning due to lack of a proactive approach to global

management of potentially epidemic/pandemic infectious diseases

(10, 12).

Fortunately, based on previous developments for Zika vaccines

engendered from the 2015/16 outbreak and the use of molecular

dynamics simulations to engineer a stabilized spike proteins based

on the studies that came out of RSV and HIV research, the USWarp

Speed Operation, in collaboration with WHO, GAVI and other

international organizations succeeded in developing COVID-19

vaccines in less than six months, largely distributed but heavily

concentrated in developed nations.

This rapid development of COVID-19 vaccines has certainly

been an extraordinary breakthrough and a landmark in the history

of science. However, it is important to alert the global community

that when Disease X emerges possibly this scenario of immediate

availability of COVID-19 vaccines´ might not be repeated due to

immunological challenges imposed by the pathogen X, which could

result in a global disaster. Vaccines might not be available if effective

novel international governance strategies for pandemic

preparedness are not immediately put in place. Consequently, the

countries, international agencies, and policymakers could once

again be surprised by an unexpected pandemic.
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The next disease X pandemic: tropical
emergence, high lethality and
no vaccines?

According to WHO, Disease X could be 20 times more lethal

than COVID-19, with very high costs, possibly no vaccines, and

enormous social and economic impacts. It is important to underline

that direct and indirect costs of COVID-19, a disease with relatively

low lethality and vaccine available, were estimated just for one

country, the US, in U$ 14 trillion by the end of 2023 (13).

Possibly, the next Disease X pandemic will emerge or resurge as

a zoonotic disease in tropical or sub-tropical regions of the globe in

spillover from wildlife animals to humans, followed by mutations

favoring human-to-human transmission in complex eco-social

environments (Figure 2). We should also consider that the

emergence of novel pathogens might result from the melting of

the permafrost associated with increased extraction of natural

resources in sub-polar areas.

Disease X might emerge from pathogens originating in tropical

and sub-tropical areas, such as Ebola, Lassa Fever, Marburg,

Mayaro, Oropouche and MERS. Highly Pathogenic Avian

Influenza (HPAI) has also been a great global concern, despite

absence of human-to-human transmission so far. A recent

publication has highlighted the bottlenecks in vaccine

development for HPAI, further emphasizing the need for

preparedness (14).

Concerning these bottlenecks, it is important to underline that

the “valley of death” concerning vaccine development, particularly

for neglected tropical diseases, has been the main barrier limiting

translation from basic research to final products. This constraint

requires new global governance strategies and increased investment

in science and technology, aiming to strengthen technological

development, which requires GMP infrastructure for laboratory

activity, trained human resources and high-quality inputs for

laboratory work and other issues.

In addition, neglected arboviral diseases such as Dengue, Zika,

Chikungunya and Yellow Fever have received very low attention

and insufficient funding for research and vaccine development, with

important consequences for the populations in the Tropics

(Figure 2). The emergence of scrub typhus in the United States is

another example of vector-borne disease, spread by travel, and

becoming established in a new locale (15).

It is important to note that spread of infectious agents favoring

dissemination of these emerging diseases to other regions of the

globe is, together with climate change and other determinants,

mainly a result of a globalization processes related to populational

mobility and international travel, as previously indicated in

Figure 1. Zika is a good example of the impacts this global spread

can cause.

The recent severe Dengue epidemic in Brazil and other Latin

American countries (7, 8) that resulted from El Niño and record

high temperatures in Brazil, has led several Brazilian states to

declare an emergency for a disease that has been globally

neglected for nearly three decades, for which only partially

efficacious vaccines are available (16). A combination of
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determinants -very high temperatures, heavy rains and lack of basic

sanitation in the country, with only 50% of Brazilian houses and

40% of Brazilian schools with access to treated water and adequate

sewage collection (17) resulted in the hatching of Aedes aegypti eggs

and accelerated dengue dissemination due to low heard immunity

against serotypes 1 and 2.

Although there are two dengue vaccines approved for use in

Brazil, Dengvaxia and Qdenga, the rollout of this vaccines has been

slow due to some limitation of these vaccines. “Dengvaxia is only

recommended for use in people that have laboratory confirmed

prior dengue infection, that maybe useful for the elderly population;

and Qdenga has demonstrated for be efficacious against dengue

serotypes 1 and 2, however has no efficacy against dengue serotype

3. This scenario is further aggravated by the reduced availability of

dengue vaccines in the international pharmaceutical market, as

informed by the country´s Ministry of Health. For a population of

203 million, Brazil could just buy 5.2 million doses of the two-doses

Takeda´s Qdenga vaccine, available for delivery this year” (7, 8), too

late to have impact on the epidemic. In addition, there are still

poorly understood interactions between dengue and Zika antibodies

that need to be better clarified.

An additional nine million doses will be delivered only in 2025,

with a donation from Takeda of additional 1.3 million, indicating

the severity of the global vaccine scarcity scenario. There are no

other vaccine alternatives in the market: Sanofi´s Dengvaxia has not

been incorporated into the Brazilian National Health System (SUS)

and is not indicated for individuals not previously infected by the

virus. A promising vaccine by the Butantan Institute in São Paulo is

still in the final stage of development. As the Qdenga vaccine, it is

tetravalent, however still has not demonstrated protection against
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 04
all four viral subtypes due to epidemiological reasons. In addition, it

is still not clear what is the production capacity of the Butantan

Dengue vaccine.

Research institutes and companies should conceive creative

partnerships to develop better dengue vaccines using newer and

more immediately scalable technologies. Moreover, it is essential to

build strategic stockpiles of these dengue vaccines.

Finally, it is important to highlight that strategic vaccine

stockpiling for potentially epidemic/pandemic diseases is a key

issue for accelerating innovative prototype vaccine development,

in support to CEPI´s 100 days mission.

Vaccine preparedness: accelerating
prototype vaccines in 100
days mission

Vaccine Preparedness for Disease X is a critical issue and a

novel global governance strategy should build on the innovative

CEPI´s 100 days mission initiative (18, 19). A thorough overview of

the challenging issues for accelerating vaccine development for

emerging infectious diseases has been recently provided (20).

Prototype vaccines would be based on common or few

technologies and vaccine factures aiming to start massive vaccine

production immediately. Vaccines against medium or high-risk

pathogens should be subject to a strategic stockpile. For Dengue

vaccines, for example, there is a discussion: should a stockpile of

existing vaccines be within easy reach, despite their current

limitations, or should scientists accelerate their work on a vaccine

that is more immediately available?
FIGURE 2

Pathogens/diseases: future Disease X emergence in the Tropics. Source: elaborated by the authors.
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Rapid-response platforms are critical in this prototype vaccine

strategy. Researchers will be able to address in advance the main

features of a given viral family, providing an innovative strategy to

develop vaccines against related emerging pathogens. Such

prototype vaccines would examine the protection levels in animal

challenge models and determine the immune correlates of

protect ion fol lowed by clinical studies of safety and

immunogenicity (19). This novel Vaccine Preparedness model

should assure emergency manufacturing, procurement and supply

chain management without compromising safety or quality.

The contribution of the Human Immunome Project (HIP) (21,

22) can also be key to consolidating CEPI´s 100 days mission,

especially by support in accelerating the discovery of the immune

correlates of protection and predicting the vaccine efficacy based on

immunogenicity studies (23, 24). HIP has been involved in

sequencing the immunome and in developing universal vaccines

against COVID-19 and Influenza, that could end the next pandemic

before it starts. This innovative strategy, accelerating the

development of universal vaccines against all viral variants, could

contribute in a possible future Disease X pandemic, to avoid “as in

COVID-19 pandemic, a continuous vaccine redesign for each viral

variant, delaying vaccine response “ (25).

Finally, to be successful, this prototype vaccine strategy will

require building laboratory competence supported by pathogen

libraries to accelerate identification of emerging pathogens.
Pathogen libraries: building laboratory
competences for
pandemic preparedness

Laboratory competence has been a critical issue for

preparedness, with gaps and bottlenecks evidenced in COVID-19

pandemic. Recent advancements aiming to overcome these

constraints have facilitated rapid and precise identification and

characterization of emerging pathogens, with important

applications in global outbreak surveillance (26).

Several successful initiatives have emerged in different countries

to overcome these constraints, such as the PREMISE Program at the

US NIAID Vaccine Research Center and the SciLifeLab Program in

Sweden, aiming to strengthen laboratory capacity for

pandemic preparedness.

To promote pandemic preparedness and response, PREMISE

(Pandemic Response Repository via Microbial and Immune

Surveillance and Epidemiology) was conceived as a translational

tool to incorporate cellular immunological and serologic discoveries

aimed at a wide range of pathogens into product development.

PREMISE uses sequencing to find novel and reemerging viruses in

human and animal reservoir samples, searching to find monoclonal

antibodies and immunogens for vaccine and drug development and

to produce reagent and data for early detection and diagnosis (27).

The Swedish government is supporting SciLifeLab in a program

conceived to increase national laboratory capacity for future

pandemics and has recently made strong investments in

laboratory design and infra-structure. The program includes:
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 05
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development, including sequencing, genetic analysis ,

immunological technique and big data management as well as

maximization of operations at national and regional levels (28).

Similar innovative programs should be urgently implemented

in vulnerable developing countries, aiming to strengthen laboratory

competence for pandemic preparedness.
Spillover prevention: environmental
protection to reduce human exposure

The need for minimizing eco-social conditions favoring

emergence and resurgence of potentially pandemic zoonoses and

for environmental protection has been long debated (1, 29).

Evidence provided by several studies indicate that limiting human

exposure to reservoirs is crucial and could substantially reduce

zoonotic spillover, contributing to pandemic preparedness (30).

Zoonotic host diversity rises in habitats where human

populations predominate, according to a recent study. The results

indicate that habitat degradation in human populated areas has

significantly increased reservoir populations (bats, rodents and

birds), which may have accelerated viral spillover to humans (31).

Cities are expanding worldwide their urban areas into fields and

forests, increasing human exposure to sylvatic vectors (Figure 3). Thus,

protecting the environment and providing vector control are necessary

conditions to minimize human exposure to zoonotic spillover.

Evidence from another study also indicates that the cost of

environmental and eco-social strategies directed to the prevention

of zoonotic spillover is very low when compared with the

exponential increase in global expenditure and long-term

economic and social impacts from a pandemic such as COVID-

19 (32).

We support refocusing international efforts and resources on

developing a cutting-edge global pandemic preparedness model,

that combines eco-social foresight with the ability to respond to

newly emerging viruses. This model could offer a quick, early

reaction to these risks, reducing or eliminating the spread of these

infections into humans.
Artificial intelligence: powerful tool for
integrating spillover prevention,
surveillance and vaccine preparedness

It is of utmost urgency the adequate implementation of an

innovative pandemic anticipation/response system rooted in the

One Health paradigm, based on forecast models, risk prediction and

integrated surveillance - genomic, antigenic, epizootic, laboratory

and participatory (Figure 4).

Supported by a new approach integrating Artificial Intelligence,

Machine Learning and Big Data, this system should be conceived to

anticipate the impact of outbreaks. It can become a critical tool in

our arsenal to prevent future pandemics and its implementation will

support policy makers in their decision-making processes.
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While Artificial Intelligence can play a pivotal role in Disease X

Pandemic Preparedness, it is necessary to stress that Big Data alone

is insufficient. The effectiveness of AI systems is directly linked to

the quality of data they use. Large amounts of data alone do not help

if most of the data is wrong or irrelevant.

Benefiting from pioneer AI advancements in pandemic

foresight, the Canadian AI start-up BlueDot anticipated the

COVID-19 outbreak in China ahead of governments and

international organizations by utilizing initial advancements in AI

strategies. BlueDot began notifying government and private sector
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 06
clients in December 2019, warning about the risks of ´unusual

pneumonia´ cases near a market in Wuhan, China (33).

Similar AI projects are being carried out by other enterprises:

BioSymetrics, Biovista and the Azure ML. BioSymetrics has created,

in association with Janssen and Sema4, novel COVID-19 prediction

methods (34). Biovista has designed a new AI strategy focused on

identifying bioactive chemicals and developing pandemic

healthcare scenarios (35). The Azure ML Strategy, developed in

India in 2020, has been conceived as an innovative AI and machine

learning forecast model (36).
FIGURE 4

Artificial Intelligence: Disease X Preparedness and Response. Source: elaborated by the authors.
FIGURE 3

Spillover: prevention of human exposure. Source: elaborated by the authors.
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Despite recent advancements, AI solutions have not yet been

able to effectively assist policymakers in developing and

implementing a prompt and targeted strategy for COVID-19 and

other potential pandemics (37). The data collection systems are very

outdated and require substantial expenses for maintenance.

Implementing new low-cost technologies necessitates substantial

capital inputs. Furthermore, it is important to underline that the

range of AI strategies available for preparing and responding to

epidemics/pandemics is currently restricted. Available high-quality

data on widely recognized viruses, like coronaviruses and other

respiratory viruses, should be more efficiently integrated into these

novel AI systems.

These constraints can be attributed to two primary obstacles:

inadequate data and an excessive volume of data (37). It is thus

unclear to what extent it will be possible to accurately anticipate the

occurrence of new potentially pandemic viruses in the near future.

Some important initiatives have recently been conceived in an

attempt to reverse this scenario: SPILLOVER, PREDICT and CEPI´

s 100 days mission, in collaboration with Houston Methodist

Research Institute-led consortium.

SpillOver, an innovative tool created by the Global Virome

Project, calculates risk scores for viruses originating from wildlife. A

recent study compared zoonotic viruses with unknown potential for

spillover to humans with those already known to be capable of

infecting humans, identifying 887 wildlife viruses with spillover

risk (38).

In the same direction, the PREDICT Project, a remarkable AI

strategy developed by the One Health Institute, University of

California, Davis, evidences the potential of novel developments

in pandemic foresight. The study has analyzed samples from almost

56,000 wild animals and concluded that 800 recently found

zoonotic viruses possess the ability to infect humans (39).

Finally, pioneer initiatives for using AI in accelerating Vaccine

Preparedness for the Pandemic, such as CEPI´s 100 days mission, in

collaboration with Houston Methodist Research Institute-led

consortium, are recent and in initial development (40).

In order to strengthen the role AI can play in knowledge

governance and in accelerating vaccine development for Disease

X Preparedness, G-7 and G-20 countries should create a Global

Authority supporting WHO in pandemic anticipation and

response, as indicated in Figure 4.
Conclusion

The potential lack of vaccines in a future Disease X outbreak or

pandemic could lead to a catastrophic global disaster, with

profound social and economic implications. This crisis would

disproportionately affect developing countries, many of which are

located in the Tropics.

Pandemic preparedness is a multifaceted challenge that extends

well beyond scientific breakthroughs. It necessitates different levels

of interventions and a knowledge governance model that can

coordinate complex, simultaneous processes. This new

governance strategy, bolstered by Artificial Intelligence for its

effective and timely implementation, should be able to integrate a
Frontiers in Tropical Diseases 07
broad range of interventions: spillover prevention, epidemic/

pandemic anticipation, more sensitive and integrated surveillance

(genomic, antigenic, epizootic and epidemiological), along with the

availability of suitable pre-clinical animal models and a fully

prepared vaccine bank for manufacture and clinical trials.

It will also be necessary to conceive and organize multipurpose

laboratories with capacity to develop viral, bacterial, fungal and

parasitic vaccines and adequate conditions for timely Disease X

vaccine production. In addition, this innovative governance model

should assure laboratory biosafety, emergency manufacturing,

procurement and supply chain management.

This strategy will require, based on One Health Paradigm and

on CEPI´s 100 days vaccine mission, an exponential increase in

sustainable funding from multiple stakeholders, including WHO,

IMF, the World Bank, G-7, G-20. An International Pandemic

Preparedness Authority supporting WHO should be created with

these new funding mechanisms for immediate intervention when a

new pathogen or emerging disease is identified, avoiding global

dissemination. This new Authority supported by a Pandemic

Preparedness and Innovation Fund created by international

agencies, governments, donors and stakeholders should be able to

strengthen and integrate a broad range of scientific and

technological collaborations.

While these strategies require substantial global long-term

investments, the return on such investments to global health,

economy and society will be enormous. Artificial Intelligence will

be key for this new global governance model, catalyzing the

acceleration of spillover prevention, integrated into One Health

surveillance, and the scaling-up of rapid-response vaccine platforms

and clinical trials.
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